Your future workplace - Welcome to EIT Health Innovation Day 2017
(click the link above to get to the full info on the “EIT Health Innovation Day 2017” web page!)

Take part in creating your future workplace and win a trip to an international student based workshop in London.

Uppsala University hereby announces the 2nd annual EIT Health Innovation Day. December 1. This day is a collaboration between Drivhuset, Uppsala municipality and Uppsala Region to boost your innovational spirit to create the most attractive workplace. Something you will do during one day together with fellow students and a selection of public actors and private companies.

Register NOW at http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt10831 (deadline November 24th)

Where: Östgöta nation, Uppsala
When: December 1, 2017, 9am to 5pm & a networking event between 5-7 pm
Who: All students (Priority to all achieving bachelor/master degree 2018).
Program: Innovation Day 2017

A professional jury will announce three winning solutions between 5:30 pm and 6pm during an Innovation day networking mingle, 5pm to 7pm. The mingle will be free of charge for all students attending Innovation day.
In the evening of December 7 the three winning teams will get the opportunity to meet with representatives from Uppsala Kommun and the region of Uppsala. At this meeting the teams will be able to present their case-solutions and discuss the opportunity to test their ideas. This meeting will be prepared at a workshop December 4 (evening) where the members of the winning teams will be trained in pitching and introduced to the innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystem of Uppsala.

Furthermore, every student attending the innovation Day 2017 will have the chance to **win one out of two available tickets to the EIT Health Alumni Workshop in London**, on the 7th of December. Travel costs, food and accommodation are included for two students from Uppsala University, 6-7th Dec. During this trip you can further engage, in innovative spirit, and network with other active students from all over Europe.

**Key words** for EIT Health Innovation Day are *innovation, entrepreneurship* and *collaboration* for a sustainable and healthy future. A task that requires knowledge and joined forces from all disciplines educated at Uppsala University, yours included!

Read about [Innovation Day 2016](#)